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We now move beyond our solitude and isolation and recognize we are all connected, and yet all
individual in our identity and our traditions, folk-inspired and beyond. These works for string quartet
bring us on an all-connected journey from the old country to the new world to today, along with each
composer's chosen musical idioms. The composers and works have been chosen because they have a
connection to each other and also to each of us, yet are able to stand alone on their own merit.
Edvard Grieg's String Quartet was composed in 1877-78 in Hardanger, as he was escaping the cacophony
of the city, in solitude in a small composer's hut alongside the fjord and under a birch tree. It was there he
found inspiration and focus. In February of 1878 Grieg wrote to Gottfred Matthison-Hansen, “I needed
this bath in solitude and ... an opportunity to work without interruption, and I have gotten it—more,
perhaps, than is good for me. I recently finished a String Quartet ... in G minor and [it] is not intended to
deal in trivialities for petty minds. It aims at breadth, flight of imagination, and above all sonority for the
instruments for which it is written.” From that hut emerged the only completed four-movement work for
string quartet in his output. The third movement, performed here, opens with the grandeur and boldness
of many of Grieg's larger works, creating a much more lush sound than one would usually expect from
just four stringed instruments, it's strongly syncopated opening measures evoking tension within the
music. The middle section, however, highlights the truly Norwegian sound of the halling folk dance,
surely inspired by his own surroundings in Hardanger. Grieg juxtaposes grand, musically-advanced
compositional techniques (not appreciated by many critics of the time) with the folk sounds of his home
country. In a letter to Aimar Grønvold he wrote, “In this work are specimens of the heart-blood of which
the future hopefully will see more than just a few drops.” The piece is dedicated to Robert Heckmann,
who Grieg consulted extensively on revisions and edits and whose quartet premiered the work on October
29, 1878 in Cologne.

Percy Grainger's dedication of Molly on the Shore, “Lovingly and reverently dedicated to the memory of
Edvard Grieg,” is a perfect description of the mutual admiration the two composers held for each other.
Although he was in the last years of his life, when Grieg first encountered Grainger, who performed
Grieg's Op. 72, Norwegian Peasant Dances, he wrote in his diary, “I have not met anyone who
understands me as he does. And he is from Australia. There is no Norwegian pianist at the moment who
can match him...” Australian born, Grainger spent 1901-14 in London, where he produced an immense
output of arrangements of British folk songs. In his diary Grieg noted, “His work with the folk songs is
of the greatest significance, as it unites musical superiority, expertise in comparative linguistics, historical
and poetic vision, and colossal enthusiasm for the task of collecting the material. And not just enthusiasm,
but, it appears, also the practical grasp of things.” Grainger performed and traveled through Europe,
where he first encountered Grieg, and later he visited Troldhaugen in the final months of Grieg's life.
Molly on the Shore, an arrangement for strings of two different Irish reels, “Temple Hill” and “Molly on
the Shore” comes from his time in England and is representative of Grainger's style, bringing the
accompanying sororities closer to those of the melody line and, in his own words in a letter to Frederick
Fennell, “to avoid regular rhythmic domination... I prize discordant harmony, because of the emotion and
compassionate sway it exerts.”
In 1914 Grainger immigrated to the United States where he would build a successful career in performing
and composition. He developed many personal and professional friendships with American composers,
including George Gershwin, leading him to arrange many of Gershwin's works for piano. Grainger
himself often compared Gershwin's works to Grieg's, both because of their reliance on a national or folk
music tradition while maintaining a cosmopolitan sophistication, and because many of Gershwin's
melodic lines and motives mimic Grieg's. Gershwin's Lullaby for string quartet was composed in 1919
but was not performed publicly until 1967 and published until 1968, long after Gershwin had died. His
brother, Ira, wrote of the work, “It may not be the Gershwin of Rhapsody in Blue, Concerto in F, and his
other concert works, but I find it charming and kind.”
In the early 20th century Gershwin brought the American sound, steeped with blues and folk music, into
the classical realm. Now, well into the 21st century, the brilliant African-American composer and violinist
Jessie Montgomery expands on those sounds by melding elements of American folk music,
improvisation, language, and social justice into the classical concert hall. She composed Strum for string
quartet in 2006 and revised it in 2012, producing the work on this program. The composer writes of her
quartet, “Originally conceived for the formation of a cello quintet, the voicing is often spread wide over
the ensemble, giving the music an expansive quality of sound. Within Strum I utilized texture motives,
layers of rhythmic or harmonic ostinati that string together to form a bed of sound for melodies to weave
in and out. The strumming pizzicato serves as a texture motive and the primary driving rhythmic
underpinning of the piece. Drawing on American folk idioms and the spirit of dance and movement, the
piece has a kind of narrative that begins with fleeting nostalgia and transforms into ecstatic celebration.”
With Strum we return to the folk dance, with which we all, as humans, can connect—beyond our borders,
yet still with a strong connection to our folk cultures. From Grieg's halling in the third movement of his
string quartet, to the reels of Grainger's folk song arrangements, to Gershwin's gentle and charming
lullaby, to Montgomery's nostalgic and celebratory Strum we can all find an element of ourselves, our
community, all those who came before us, and our shared humanity.
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